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Banner year

# load data
ecco <- read.csv("ecco-headers.csv", as.is=T, encoding="UTF-8")

As you should have seen, this is a data frame with 2387 rows and 8 columns. To extract the
years:

years <- gsub("^\\D*(\\d{4}).*$", "\\1", ecco$pubdate)

Notice that we have to match the whole string (from ˆ to $) in order to then replace the whole
with just the piece we captured (in (\\d{4})). After an operation like this, it’s important
to double-check the results. First of all, if any of the publication dates were missing in the
original data, we could have NA values. But this we can check:

any(is.na(years))

[1] FALSE

Secondly, if any of the dates didn’t match our pattern for catching a four-digit year, then the
date would still be in its original, non-numeric form. One way to check that is to test that
the results do in fact match our expectation for a year format:

all(grepl("^\\d{4}$", years))

[1] TRUE

The modal publication year in the set is then

names(sort(table(years), decreasing=T)[1])

[1] "1796"

Notice that the year is serving as the “name” of the table element—a string value, not a
number.
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Banner decade

For the decades, we could take the last digit of our years and substitute zero:

decades <- gsub("\\d$", "0", years)

Then decade tabulation is then

table(decades)

decades
1600 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 1780 1790 1800

1 113 165 108 124 125 169 307 353 417 472 33

An alternative strategy:

table(str_c(str_sub(years, 1, 3), "0"))

1600 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 1780 1790 1800
1 113 165 108 124 125 169 307 353 417 472 33

To find the seventeenth-century title, we can go back to regular grep:

ecco[grep("^160", years), ]

filename dlps
1364 K060984.000.hdr 4844739

title
1364 A fifth essay, at removing national prejudices; with a reply to some authors, who have printed their objections against an Union with England:

author dates pubplace pub
1364 Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731. [Edinburgh?] : Printed in the year,

pubdate
1364 1607 [1707]

A few subtleties here. First, the elements of years correspond to rows of ecco, so the index
of the 160X year matches the index of that title in ecco. Second, note the use of two-place
subscripting for the data frame, with the column subscript (after the last comma) left empty.
One consequence of removing the richer information in the pubdate field is that we lost the
notation about this erroneous year (taken from the title page).
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Star author

Just for fun, I’ll introduce the occasionally handy function which.max. which.max(x) returns
the smallest index j such that x[j] == max(j).
Then:

auth_table <- table(ecco$author)
names(auth_table)[which.max(auth_table)]

[1] "Defoe, Daniel, 1661?-1731."

Notice that we have to subscript the names of the table object. These titles represent “Defoe”
(apparently not always Defoe) as a pamphleteer above all. Because the data are based on
titles and the ECCO-TCP selection seems to avoid reprints, the data do not represent, say,
the enormous popularity of Robinson Crusoe by including reprints.

Title lengths

The only catch here was to include a space in the split pattern:

titles <- character(nrow(ecco)) # blanks to be filled in
titles_split <- strsplit(ecco$title, ": ")

# The "main" title is always the first piece

for (j in seq_along(titles_split)) {
titles[j] <- titles_split[[j]][1]

}

Notice the subscripting of the subscripted list element.

Articles

initial_the <- length(grep("^The\\b", titles))
initial_a <- length(grep("^An?\\b", titles))
c(the=initial_the,a=initial_a)

the a
861 553
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Words

The original statement of the problem invited you to do this:

single_spaced <- gsub("\\W+", " ", titles)
spaces <- gsub("\\w+", "", single_spaced)

word_lengths <- str_length(spaces) + 1
min(word_lengths)

[1] 1

max(word_lengths)

[1] 84

mean(word_lengths)

[1] 8.757017

median(word_lengths)

[1] 6

However, if there are non-word characters at the start or end of the title, these will get
counted as “words” by this method. So we have to get rid of them:

trimmed_titles <- gsub("^\\W+|\\W+$", "", titles)

In this first step, we match one of two alternates: either a run of non-word characters at the
start of the string or a run at the end; that is to say that the anchors ˆ and $ are part of the
alternatives delimited by |.
Now we can continue as before:

better_spaces <- gsub("\\w+", "",
gsub("\\W+", " ", trimmed_titles)

)
word_lengths <- str_length(better_spaces) + 1
summary(word_lengths)
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Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
1.000 3.000 6.000 8.517 10.000 83.000

There’s really no reason to keep making new variables, so here I’ve put one call to gsub inside
the other. Notice that the first substitution that happens (replacing \\W+ with a space) is
the second one in the code chunk. Why?
The summary function is a convenience function that outputs basic descriptive statistics all
at once. For a numeric vector, the summary lists, in addition to minimum, maximum, mean,
and median, the first and third quartiles.
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